
Test Bed
One deployment of a Dispel Enclave is the Test Bed. A Test Bed is a private, single-
tenant sandbox wherein organizations can deploy and test custom virtual resources. 
A new Test Bed may be deployed with the push of a button and each Test Bed uses 
strong, independent encryption keys. Test Beds simplify the adoption and de-risking of 
third party integrations as well as internal development.
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When to Use a Test Bed?

1. During a Proof of Concept 
wherein you need to provide 
a 3rd party with data that you 
want to keep secure.

4. To secure legacy systems 
during upgrades and mainte-
nance.

2. Whenever you wish to make 
sure that there is no possibility 
of IP/data exfiltration during a 
collaboration.

5. To limit third party access 
to specific resources down to 
secure, time-based pathways.

3. You wish to test how a new 
product or internal develop-
ment interacts with a replicated 
production system.

Protected 
Resources

Moving
Target Layer

Moving  
Target Layer
A dynamic access layer which shifts over time to create 
fresh, cloaked pathways to your systems. While transpar-
ent to your end users, this approach stops attacker recon-
naissance, and allows administrators to define secure 
pathways to segmented systems for testing purposes.

Protected   
Resources Core
Within the center of a Test Bed, potential partners can 
deploy their applications and resources on fresh servers 
which you remain contractually in control of. Provide 
segmented access to data sets or recreate production 
environments without sacrificing security.



Technical Specifications

Connection Methods

Cascade Ciphering Legacy Compatibility

Data Leaks

External Malware Quarantine
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS & Windows 2016 Servers

Multi-factor Authentication Customizable Layout

Access Control 

All transmissions are covered by two layers of AES-
256 encryption. Initial key exchange is conducted 
with 2048 or 4096-bit RSA. As a result, traffic within 
a Test Bed is end-to-end encrypted.

Test Beds are designed to complement existing 
security protocols without interfering with estab-
lished systems or IoT devices. 

Enclaves are immune to IPv4, IPv6, WebRTC, and 
DNS leaks.

A Test Bed includes (1) Moving Target  Layer, 
(2) Virtual Desktops, and (2) Blank Windows/
Linux Servers. Additional resources may be 
deployed by the Administrator at any time. 

Since Deployed components are naturally seg-
mented to an Test Bed, there is no potential for hori-
zontal attacks reach back to organization networks. 

Test Bed components  can be deployed with either 
Linux or Windows servers. Legacy versions are also 
available as required.

End users cannot view/log into internal resources 
until they’ve established a secure connection to
a Test Bed or connected to a Virtual Desktop.

The composition of components within a Test Bed 
may be altered by the Administrator. 

Administrators determine which Test Bed(s) a user 
has access to; the internal resources that user may 
use; and for how long a Test Bed remain accessible. 
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Dispel Application Dispel Wicket
The Dispel Application is cross platform compatible (Windows, 
Linux, macOS, Android, iOS1) and enables end-to-end encrypted 
connections to Test Beds. Custom white-labeling is available.

A simple hardware device designed to connect any Internet 
enabled device (or group of devices) to a specific Test Bed or 
network. Wicket software may also be embedded onto hard-
ware devices as required. 

Software Hardware

1. iOS is presently supported only for Enterprise devices.

2. Larger form factors exist capable of routing hundreds of concurrent devices to 
independent Test Beds over cryptographically unique tunnels.


